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In this paper we represent each element of the Janko group J1 as a permutation on eleven
letters from the projective special linear group L2(11), followed by a word of length at
most four in the eleven involutory symmetric generators. An algorithm for multiplying
elements represented in this way is described, and computer programs which carry out
this procedure and others are given in the appendix.
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1. Introduction
The discovery of the Janko group J1, see Janko (1965, 1966), heralded the most exciting
period in modern group theory. Until that time the only sporadic simple groups known
were the famous Mathieu groups, see Mathieu (1861, 1873), which had been found almost
a century before; but suddenly several new groups came to light in rapid succession.
About a decade later, however, the source suddenly dried up, and the classiflcation of
flnite groups now states that the current list is complete. J1 was found to contain copies
of the projective special linear group PSL2(11) to index 266, and Livingstone (1967)
constructed a graph, on 266 vertices, of which J1 is the automorphism group. In fact,
in spite of its small size|J1 is only twice as big as M12, a permutation group on 12
letters|this turns out to be the lowest index of any subgroup and so elements of J1
are usually represented as permutations on 266 letters. Now MAGMA, (see Cannon
and Playoust, 1993), and other group theoretic packages, handle permutations of this
size with immense ease. Even so, recording and transmitting particular elements (other
than electronically) is rather inconvenient. Conway in Higman and Powell (1970) pointed
out that J1 could be generated by 11 involutions which are permuted, by conjugation
within J1, by a subgroup isomorphic to L2(11), and that each element of J1 can be
written (not necessarily uniquely) as a permutation of L2(11) followed by a word of
length less than or equal to four in these generators. We refer to this as a symmetric
representation of an element of the group. In unpublished notes Conway has investigated
this approach further. Now in Curtis (1993) J1 emerges as a classic example of the
author’s symmetric presentation project described in Curtis (1990), and the suggestion to
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mechanize a procedure for working with elements of J1 represented in the aforementioned
manner is made. Moreover, in Curtis (1993) symmetrically represented generators for a
representative of each class of maximal subgroups of J1 are given. In the present paper
we carry through this suggestion, explain the theory behind symmetric presentations,
and describe the algorithm for working with elements represented in this manner. The
programs themselves provide a good example of the power and efiectiveness of MAGMA
in performing complicated mathematical operations. For further information about J1
the reader is referred to the ATLAS (1985).
It is the main purpose of this paper to demonstrate an alternative, concise but infor-
mative, method for representing group elements, which will prove particularly useful for
the sporadic groups. In general, if we wish to multiply and invert elements in a straight-
forward manner we must represent them as either permutations or as matrices. The two
operations are particularly easily performed on permutations; moreover, the cycle shape
of an element immediately yields its order, and often its conjugacy class. However, for
the larger sporadic groups the lowest degree of a permutation representation is unman-
ageable (the Monster group is at best a permutation group on 1020 letters). Operations
on matrices are much more di–cult and time-consuming, and basic information about
an element is not readily recovered from its matrix representation; even so, Parker’s
MEATAXE (1984) efiectively handles very large matrices over flnite flelds, and much re-
cent progress in computing with matrix groups has been made by Leedham-Green et al.
Moreover, some impressively low degree representations of sporadic groups over flnite
flelds have been found by, for instance, Norton, Parker and Wilson (see references in
Wilson (1996)). Group elements can, of course, be expressed as words in any generating
set, but even recognising the identity element can be a formidable task. Again, given a
short sequence of letters whose stabilizer is trivial, a permutation is uniquely deflned by
its image. This can be remarkably concise, but again does not readily admit the basic
operations.
The approach illustrated in this paper, in which the group is given as a homomorphic
image of an inflnite semi-direct product, combines conciseness with acceptable ease of
manipulation. Inversion is as straightforward as for permutations, and multiplication can
be performed manually or mechanically by means of a short recursive algorithm.
2. Symmetric Generation of a Group
Let G be a group and
T = ft1; t2; : : : ; tng µ G;
then we deflne
„T = fT1; T2; : : : ; Tng;
where Ti = htii, the cyclic subgroup generated by ti; we further deflne N = NG( „T ), the
set normalizer in G of „T .
If the following two conditions hold:
(i) G = hT i, and
(ii) N permutes „T transitively
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then we say that T is a symmetric generating sety for G. In these circumstances we call N
the control subgroup. Note that (i) and (ii) imply that G is a homomorphic image of the
(inflnite) progenitor
m?n : N ;
where m?n represents a free product of n copies of the cyclic group Cm, m being the
order of ti, and N is a group of automorphisms of m?n which permutes the n cyclic
subgroups by conjugation. Thus, for … 2 N , we have
t…i = t
r
j ;
where r is an integer coprime to m. If m = 2 then N will simply act by conjugation as
permutations of the n involutory symmetric generators. Now, since by the above elements
ofN can be gathered on the left, every element of the progenitor can be represented as …w,
where … 2 N and w is a word in the symmetric generators. Indeed this representation is
unique provided w is simplifled so that adjacent symmetric generators are distinct. Thus
any additional relator by which we must factor the progenitor to obtain G must have the
form
…w(t1; t2; : : : ; tn);
where … 2 N and w is a word in T . In the next section we describe how a particular
factor group
m?n : N
…1w1; : : : ; …sws
(2.1)
may be identifled. In the meantime we recall from Curtis (1993) that if L2(11) denotes
the projective special linear group PSL2(11) acting on 11 letters and generated by the
permutations a = (0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9;X) and c = (3; 4)(2;X)(5; 9)(6; 7), (where X
stands for 10), then
2?11 : L2(11)
[(0; 8; 1)(2; 7; 9;X; 6; 5)(3; 4)t0]5
»= J1; (2.2)
the smallest Janko group of order 175,560. Moreover
2?5 : A5
[(0; 1; 2; 3; 4)t0]7
»= J1; (2.3)
where A5 denotes the alternating group on flve letters. For the convenience of the reader
a short proof that the symmetric presentation in (2.2) does indeed deflne J1 follows in
Section 4. A delightfully simple presentation follows from (2.3):
hx; y; t;x5 = y3 = (xy)2 = t2 = [y; t] = [yx2 ; t] = (xt)7 = 1i »= J1:
3. Manual Double Coset Enumeration
Since in this paper we are only concerned with involutory symmetric generators we
restrict our attention to the case m = 2. Thus we seek homomorphic images of the
progenitor
2?n : N ;
y It should be pointed out that the previous deflnition used in Curtis (1993) required N to act
doubly-transitively on „T , but we now prefer the more general deflnition.
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(where N is now a transitive permutation group on n letters), which act faithfully on N
and on the generators of the free product. It is convenient to identify the n free generators
and N with their respective images. Thus
2?n : N
…1w1; : : : ; …sws
»= hN ; T j t2i = 1; t…i = t…(i); …1w1 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = …sws = 1i; (3.1)
where … 2 N ; ti 2 T . Following Curtis (1993) we are allowing i to stand for the symmetric
generator ti in expressions such as the above relation. By a slight abuse of notation we
also allow i to denote the coset N ti, ij the coset N titj etc, and we write, for instance,
ij » k to mean N titj = N tk:
Writing ij = k would be the much stronger statement that titj = tk. Now since
ti… = …t…(i);
(or i… = …i… as we shall more commonly write), the permutations involved in any element
of G can be gathered on the left. Thus any element of G can be written as a permutation
belonging to N followed by a word in the symmetric generators. Indeed, as mentioned in
the last section, in the case of the progenitor itself this representation is unique provided
the obvious cancellations are performed. Thus, if NxN is a double coset of N in G, we
have
NxN = N…wN = NwN ;
where x = …w 2 G, with … 2 N , and w is a word in the ti. We denote this double coset
by [w], e.g., [01] denotes the double coset N t0t1N . The double coset N eN = N , where e
is the identity element, is denoted by [?]. Furthermore we deflne
N i = CN (ti); N ij = CN (hti; tji) etc;
single point and two point stabilizers in N respectively. In order to obtain the index
of N in G we shall perform a manual double coset enumeration; thus we must flnd all
double cosets [w] and work out how many single cosets each of them contains. We shall
know that we have completed the double coset enumeration when the set of right cosets
obtained is closed under right multiplication. To help with this task we deflne
N (w) = f… 2 N : Nw… = Nwg
for w a word in the symmetric generators. Clearly Nw • N (w), and the number of cosets
in the double coset [w] = NwN is given by jN : N (w)j, since
Nw…1 6= Nw…2 () Nw…1…2¡1 6= Nw
() …1…2¡1 =2 N (w)
() N (w)…1 6= N (w)…2:
Moreover, the completion test above is best performed by obtaining the orbits of N (w)
on the symmetric generators. We need only identify, for each [w], the double coset to
which Nwti belongs for one symmetric generator ti from each orbit.
We are now in a position to illustrate the process using a small but interesting example.
Example 1
We consider
G »= 2
?6 : L2(5)
[(0; 1; 2; 3; 4)t0]4
»= hN ; T j N »= L2(5); t…i = t…(i); t20 = [(0; 1; 2; 3; 4)t0]4 = 1i; (3.2)
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Thus G is a group generated by a set of six elements whose orders divide 2, and which
enjoy all the symmetries of the projective special linear group PSL2(5) in its action on
the 6-point projective line. Moreover the product of any 5-cycle conjugate in L2(5) to
(0; 1; 2; 3; 4) with any of the flve symmetric generators it moves has order four. Of course
at this stage our group could still be inflnite, or could collapse to the identity. (In fact
one can immediately see that jG : G0j = 2, since the abelianised group is generated by the
image of a single symmetric generator of order two.) We flrst consider the double coset
[1] = N t1N . We have D10 »= N1 • N (1). Since D10 is maximal in L2(5), we have
N (1) »= N or D10. The former case leads to collapse while the latter implies that [1]
contains 6 single cosets. Now D10 has two orbits on the symmetric generators of lengths 1
and 5, where the 1-orbit takes N t1 back to [?] and the 5-orbit takes it to [10]. In order
to examine the double coset [10] we must flrst study the additional relation in greater
detail. We see that
(0; 1; 2; 3; 4)t0(0; 1; 2; 3; 4)t0(0; 1; 2; 3; 4)t0(0; 1; 2; 3; 4)t0 = (4; 3; 2; 1; 0)t3t2t1t0 = 1;
and so
N t3t2t1t0 = N )N t3t2 = N t0t1
)N t0t1(0; 3)(1; 2) = N t3t2 = N t0t1
) (0; 3)(1; 2) 2 N (01)
)N (01) ‚ h(1; 3)(4; 2); (0; 3)(1; 2)i »= S3
) 01 » 32 » 14:
Thus the double coset [01], which equals [10] by the double transitivity of N , contains
at most 10 single cosets viz.
10 » 12 » 43 and 01 » 13 » 42
and their images under (0; 1; 2; 3; 4). Now N (10) ‚ h(1; 1; 4)(0; 2; 3); (1; 4)(2; 3)i has at
most two orbits on the symmetric generators, each of length 3. Clearly N t1t0ti 2 [1]
for i 2 f0; 2; 3g. We must now consider [101]. But
101 »1:0131:13 » 1(1; 3;1; 0; 2)13 » 013 » 323;
Thus
N (101) ‚ h(1; 3; 4)(0; 2; 1); (1; 4)(2; 3)i »= A4;
which is transitive on the symmetric generators. We must, therefore, have found all
double cosets and the coset is as indicated in Figure 1.
Note that this diagram is claiming that the group deflned by the above symmetric
presentation acts as permutations on a set of (11 + 11) points preserving a bipartite
graph of valence 6, that it has order 2£660, and that it has a subgroup of index 2 which
acts doubly transitively on 11 points. We may readily verify that this is indeed the case
by writing down the action of one of our symmetric generators on the 22 cosets and
checking that it does indeed satisfy the additional relation. Alternatively, of course, we
may recognise the group|in this case the projective general linear group PGL2(11)|and
check that it does contain such a symmetric generating set.
Having seen how the procedure works for a small example, we are now in a position
to construct the Janko group J1.
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6 1 5 3 3 6
[?] [1] [10] [101]
.
Figure 1. The Cayley diagram of PGL2(11) over L2(5)
Example 2
Let
G = 2
?11 : L2(11)
(0; 8; 1)(2; 7; 9;X; 6; 5)(3; 4) = 01801
i.e. let
G = hN ; T ;N = ha; ci and (0; 8; 1)(2; 7; 9;X; 6; 5)(3; 4) = 01801i;
where a = (0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9;X) and c = (3; 4)(2;X)(5; 9)(6; 7). Now by Lemma 1.1.1
of Curtis (1993) the relation
t0t1t8t0t1 = (0; 8; 1)(2; 7; 9;X; 6; 5)(3; 4) = ¾018; say
implies the relation
t0t1t0t1t0 = (3; 4)(0; 1)(2; 6)(7;X) = …01;
and, of course, all conjugates of these relations by permutations of N also hold in G. We
can now carry out the double coset enumeration of G over N . First note that
t0t1t8 = ¾018t1t0 ) 018 » 10; and
t0t1t0 = …01t0t1 ) 010 » 01:
The set of all double cosets [w] = NwN , coset stabilizing subgroups N (w), and the
number of single cosets each contains are exhibited in Table 1.
Note that jN : N (012)j = 110£65 = 132, and so N (012) »= C5. Similarly jN : N (0127)j =
132£1
11 = 12, and soN (0127) »= 11 : 5. Using the subgroupsN (w) in this manner reduces the
number of calculations on pages 5 and 6 of Curtis (1993) from 13 to 3. The above double
coset enumeration shows that the group deflned by the symmetric presentation contains a
homomomorphic image ofN »= L2(11) to index at most (1+11+110+132+12) = 266, and
gives a convenient name to each of the 266 cosets in terms of the 11 symmetric generators.
Moreover, the action of the generators on the 266 cosets, by right multiplication, is
implicit in the enumeration and so it is readily checked that these permutations satisfy
the given relations. Thus jGj = jL2(11)j £ 266 = 175; 560, and G is isomorphic to the
Janko group J1 acting on the Livingstone graph. The Table shows that the Cayley graph
of G over N has the form displayed in Figure 2.
Since the diameter of the graph is four, and the edges correspond to symmetric gener-
ators, it is clear that every element of G can be represented by an element of L2(11)|i.e.
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Table 1. The double cosets [w] = NwN in G.
Label [w] Coset stabilizing subgroup N (w) Number
of cosets
[?] N 1
[0] N (0) »= A5, transitive on the remaining 10 points. 11
[01] N (01) »= S3, with orbits f5; 8; 9g and f2; 3; 4; 6; 7;Xg on the
remaining 9 points.
110
[010] = [01]
[018] = [10] = [01]
[012] N 012 = hei. However 0120 » 018:820 » 10¾82028 »
3228 » 38 ) 012 » 380. Thus the element ‰1 =
(0; 3; 5; 6; 2)(1; 8; 4; 9;X) 2 N flxes the coset 012, i.e.
N (012) ‚ h‰1i, and 012 has flve ‘names’: f012, 380, 543,
695, 2X6g. This shows that 8i 2 f0; 2; 3; 5; 6g
132
[012i] = [01]
Again 0121 » 0…1212 » 812, and so 8j 2 f1; 4; 8; 9;Xg
[012j] = [012]
[0127] N (0127) ‚ h‰1i. But 01271 » 54371 » 54¾37173 »
0X73 » X03. This implies that 0127 » X031 )
‰2 = (0;X; 5; 7; 1)(2; 3; 9; 4; 6) 2 N (0127) ) N (0127) ‚
h‰1; ‰2i »= 11 : 5. Thus N (0127) acts transitively on T and
so, for all k
12
[0127k] = [012]


1
[?]
11 1

11
[0]
10 1

110
[01]

1+3
6 5

132
[012]

5
1 11

12
[0127]
Figure 2. The Cayley graph of J1 over L2(11).
a permutation on 11 letters|followed by a word in the symmetric generators of length
at most four. Indeed, the absence of cycles of length less than flve in the Cayley graph
shows that this representation is unique when the length of the word is two or less. Clearly
such a symmetric representation is far more convenient to work with than permutations
on 266 letters, provided we are able to multiply and invert elements easily. In fact, it
is the main purpose of this paper to give computer programs which do precisely this.
The usefulness of this approach is demonstrated in the next section where we list all
involutions of J1 up to conjugation by permutations in N , in symmetrically represented
form. Symmetrically represented generators for a representative of each conjugacy class
of maximal subgroups of J1 are given in Curtis (1993).
4. The Involutions of J1
Let I be the unique conjugacy class of involutions in J1, and let x 2 I. Then CJ1(x) »=
2 £ A5, which is the stabilizer of an edge in the Livingstone graph. Since this stabilizer
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Table 2. The involutions of J1 under conjugation by L2(11).
Representative involution Corresponding edge Number
0 (⁄; 0) 11
01 = 101 = …01:10
= (0; 1)(2; 6)(7;X)(3; 4):10
(1; 01) 110
010 =…01
= (0; 1)(2; 6)(7;X)(3; 4)
(10; 01) 55
018 =…2X :1
= (2;X)(0; 8)(5; 6)(7; 9):1
(18; 10) 165
012 =…57:326
= (5; 7)(1;X)(3; 6)(4; 9):326
(12; 012) 660
0124 =…5X :39
= (5;X)(0; 7)(2; 4)(3; 9):39
(5X9;X59) 330
01240 =…5X :7390
= (5;X)(0; 7)(2; 4)(3; 9):7390
(05X2; 5X2) 132
centralizes a unique involution, we see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the involutions and the edges of the graph. In Table 2 below we give a representative
for each of the seven orbits of involutions under conjugation by the control subgroup N ,
together with the corresponding edge, and the number of involutions in each orbit. Recall
that …ij stands for the element of N given by titjtitjti.
5. The Algorithms and Programs
As explained above, any element of G can be written, not necessarily uniquely, as the
product of a permutation of N »= L2(11) followed by a word of length at most four
in the symmetric generators. In Section 1:5 of Curtis (1993) the flrst author outlines a
procedure for multiplying elements represented in this fashion. It may be useful to see
this process being carried out manually.
Example
…5X07:…0110 = …5X…010…017…0110
= …5X…011X10
= …5X…01…1X1X0
= (5;X)(0; 7)(2; 4)(3; 9):(0; 1)(2; 6)(7;X)(3; 4):(1;X)(8; 0)(9; 3)(6; 4)1X0
= (0; 1; 8)(2; 9; 6)(5; 7;X)1X0;
which is in canonically shortest form. In this paper we have computerised such a proce-
dure in two independent ways. The flrst, see Appendix A, makes full use of the ease with
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which MAGMA handles permutations of such low degree. Elements represented as above
are transformed into permutations on 266 letters, and any group theoretic function can
then be applied before transformation back into the symmetric representation. Thus, for
example, the procedure cenelt returns generators for the centralizer of a given element
symmetrically represented. One can readily write procedures to perform whatever task
one chooses in MAGMA, but keep a record of the results in this short form.
The programs given in Appendix B are rather more interesting, both mathematically
and computationally. To multiply two elements we flrst use unify to express
…u:¾v = …¾:u¾v
where …; ¾ 2 N and u; v are words in the elements of T , as a single sequence ss of
length 11 + length(u) + length(v) • 19. The flrst 11 entries give the permutation …¾
and the remainder represents a word of length • 8 in the elements of T . The procedure
canon now puts ss into its canonically shortest form. No other representations of group
elements are used; words in the symmetric generators are simply shortened by application
of the relations (and their conjugates under N ). Working interactively the response is
immediate.
The flrst type of procedure is heavily MAGMA-dependent, but can be readily modi-
fled for other packages such as GAP. On the other hand the second type of procedure,
although written in MAGMA here, could have been written in any high-level language.
This work represents a flrst step in a programme to provide symmetric representations
for interesting flnite groups. Curtis has obtained suitable symmetric presentations for
several sporadic simple groups; these will be computerised in a similar manner. Our next
aim is ‘nested’ symmetric representations to deal with much larger examples.
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Appendix
A. Program 1
We start with a presentation of J1, based on the symmetric presentation (1), in which the three gen-
erators x, y and t correspond to the permutations a and c, and the symmetric generator t0, respectively.
Thus the MAGMA command CosetAction(J; subhJ jx; yi) gives J1 in its action on 266 letters. We now
form the symmetric generators T = fti : i = 0; 1; : : : ; Xg as permutations on 266 letters and store them
as ts, a sequence of length 11. Next we build cst, a sequence of length 266 whose terms are sequences
of integers, representing words in the symmetric generators. These words form a complete set of coset
representatives for L2(11) in J1, and correspond to the ordering determined by the MAGMA function
CosetAction. Given two elements of J1 symmetrically represented as (xx; uu) and (yy; vv), the proce-
dure mult uses ts and cst to return the product (zz; ww). As described in the body of the paper the
procedure cenelt is used to return generators for the centralizer of a given element (xx; uu), themselves
symmetrically represented.
J1fmt := recformat<
/*
Data structure for the symmetric representation of J1.
*/
J1: GrpPerm,
L11: GrpPerm,
cst: SeqEnum, // of integer sequences
ts: SeqEnum, // of elements of J1
tra1: SetIndx, // of elements of L11
tra2: SetIndx // of elements of L11
>;
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*
Return the image of pt under permutations Q[I] applied sequentially.
*/
v := pt;
for i in I do
v := v^(Q[i]);
end for;
return v;
end function;
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
symrep := function()
/*
Initialize the data structures for the symmetric representation of J1.
*/
J<x, y, t> := Group< x, y, t | x^11 = y^2 = (x*y)^3 = (x^4*y*x^6*y)^2 = 1,
t^2 = (t, y) = (t^x, y) = (t^(x^8), y) = (y*(t^(x^3)))^5 = (x*t)^6 = 1>;
// Construct the sequence of 11 symmetric generators ts as permutations
// on 266 letters.
f, J1, k := CosetAction(J, sub< J | x, y>);
ts := [ (t^(x^i)) @ f : i in [1 .. 11] ];
// Construct representatives cst for the control subgroup N = L(2, 11)
// as words in the symmetric generators consisting of the empty word,
// 11 words of length one, 110 words of length two, 132 words of length three,
// and 12 words of length four.
S11 := SymmetricGroup(11);
aa := S11 ! (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11); bb := S11 ! (3, 4)(2, 10)(5, 9)(6, 7);
cc := S11 ! (1, 3, 9, 5, 4)(2, 6, 7, 10, 8); L11 := sub< S11 | aa, bb, cc >;
cst := [null : i in [1 .. 266]] where null is [Integers() | ];
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for i := 1 to 11 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])] := [i];
end for;
for i := 1 to 11 do
for j in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11} diff {i} do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i, j])] := [i, j];
end for;
end for;
tra1 := Transversal(L11, sub<L11 | cc>);
for i := 1 to 132 do
ss := [3, 6, 1]^tra1[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
tra2 := Transversal(L11, sub<L11 | aa, cc>);
for i := 1 to 12 do
ss := [1, 10, 3, 11]^tra2[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
return rec<J1fmt |
J1 := J1, L11 := L11, cst := cst, ts := ts, tra1 := tra1, tra2 := tra2
>;
end function;
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
mult := function(J1Des, x, y)
/*
Return in its symmetric representation the product of elements x and y of J1
themselves symmetrically represented.
*/
J1 := J1Des‘J1; cst := J1Des‘cst; ts := J1Des‘ts; L11 := J1Des‘L11;
rrr:= J1Des‘L11 ! x[1]; sss:= J1Des‘L11 ! y[1];
uu := x[2]^sss; vv := y[2];
tt := &*[J1|ts[uu[i]]: i in [1 .. #uu]] * &*[J1|ts[vv[i]]: i in [1 .. #vv]];
ww := cst[1^tt];
tt := tt * &*[J1|ts[ww[#ww - k + 1]]: k in [1 .. #ww]];
zz := L11![rep{j: j in [1..11] | (1^ts[i])^tt eq 1^ts[j]}: i in [1..11]];
return <rrr*sss * zz, ww>;
end function;
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
sym2per := function(J1Des, x)
/*
Convert an element x of J1 in the symmetric repesentation into a permutation
acting on 266 letters. The image of an element of N is determined by its action
on the eleven cosets whose representatives have length one.
*/
J1 := J1Des‘J1; cst := J1Des‘cst; ts := J1Des‘ts; L11 := J1Des‘L11;
tra1 := J1Des‘tra1; tra2 := J1Des‘tra2;
xx := J1Des‘L11 ! x[1]; uu := x[2];
p := [1 : i in [1 .. 266]];
for i := 1 to 11 do
p[prodim(1, ts, [i])] := prodim(1, ts, [i]^xx);
end for;
for i := 1 to 11 do
for j in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11} diff {i} do
p[prodim(1, ts, [i, j])] := prodim(1, ts, [i, j]^xx);
end for;
end for;
for i := 1 to 132 do
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t := [3, 6, 1]^tra1[i];
p[prodim(1, ts, t)] := prodim(1, ts, t^xx);
end for;
for i := 1 to 12 do
t := [1, 10, 3, 11]^tra2[i];
p[prodim(1, ts, t)] := prodim(1, ts, t^xx);
end for;
return (J1 ! p) * &*[J1|ts[uu[j]]: j in [1 .. #uu]];
end function;
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
per2sym := function(J1Des, p)
/*
Convert permutation p of J1 on 266 letters into its symmetric representation.
The image of 1 under p gives the coset representative for Np as a word ww in
the symmetric generators. Multiplication of p by the symmetric generators of ww
in reverse order yields a permutation which can be identified with an element
of N by its action on the 11 cosets of length one.
*/
J1 := J1Des‘J1; cst := J1Des‘cst; ts := J1Des‘ts; L11 := J1Des‘L11;
ww := cst[1^p];
tt := p * &*[J1|ts[ww[#ww - l + 1]]: l in [1 .. #ww]];
zz := L11![rep{j: j in [1..11] | (1^ts[i])^tt eq 1^ts[j]}: i in [1..11]];
return <zz, ww>;
end function;
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
cenelt := function(J1Des, x)
/*
Construct the centralizer of element x of J1 given in its symmetric
representation. An example of how all the standard procedures of MAGMA
can be utilized by: transformation to permutations, application of the procedure,
transformation back to symmetric representation.
*/
cent := Centralizer(J1Des‘J1, sym2per(J1Des, x));
return <Order(cent), [per2sym(J1Des, c): c in Generators(cent)]>;
end function;
B. Program 2
In this program we assume detailed knowledge of the control subroup N »= L2(11), but use no
representation of elements of J1 other than their symmetric representation. Firstly, the procedure unify
uses the identity …u:¾v = …¾:u¾v to combine two symmetrically represented elements (xx; uu) and
(yy; vv) into a single sequence ss of length (11+ length(uu)+ length(vv)), which represents a permutation
of N followed by a word of length • 8 in the elements of T . The procedure canon then takes such a
sequence and reduces it to its shortest form using the following recursive algorithm. We make use of the
relations titjtitjti = …ij and titjtktitj = ¾ijk, for fi; j; kg a special triple i.e. a triple flxed pointwise by
an involution of N .
The algorithm:
Step I: If two adjacent symmetric generators are equal, delete them.
Step II: If a string titjti appears, replace it by …ijtitj and move the permutation …ij over the preceding
symmetric generators in the standard manner.
Step III: If a string titjtk appears with fi; j; kg a special triple replace it by ¾ijktjti, and move the
permutation to the left as above.
Having completed the above, if length(ss) • 11 + 3 = 14, flnish. Otherwise we may assume all strings
titjtk have fi; j; kg non-special.
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Step IV: For each string titjtktl construct a permutation ¾ and a 5-cycle ‰ such that ¾titjtk commutes
with ‰. (In fact ¾ = ¾pqr where p = i
…jk , q = k…i;j , r = j…ki ). If l is not flxed by ‰ we replace titjtk by
¾¡1(¾titjtk)‰
m
, where m is such that l 2 fi; j; kg‰m . If length(ss) • 15, flnish. Otherwise:
Step V: We may now assume that any string of length 5 is one of the eleven special pentads preserved by
L2(11). We use the identity 267X8 = ¾X64X26 from (Curtis, R. T., 1993, page 304). i.e. for [i; j; k; l;m]
an even permutation of a special pentad
titjtktltm = ¾ljntltitj ;
where n = l…ij .
After each Step recall canon.
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Define the projective special linear group PSL(2,11) as permutations of degree
11 and sequences of pairs, special triples and permutations equal to ijkij.
*/
L11 := PermutationGroup< 11 |(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11), (2,10)(3,4)(6,7)(5,9) >;
sg := L11!(1, 11, 8)(2, 7, 9, 10, 6, 5)(3, 4);
trans := Transversal(L11, Stabilizer(L11,{3,4}));
prs := {@ {3,4}^x : x in trans @};
trips := {@ {11,1,8}^x : x in trans @};
sgs := [ sg^x : x in trans ];
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Given two symmetrically represented elements of J1, where x and y are
permutations of N and u and v are words in the symmetric generators, return
a single sequence of length 11 + l(u) + l(v) using the above identity.
*/
Unify := func< x, u, y, v | [ q[p[i]] : i in [1..#p] ] cat v
where p is Eltseq(x) cat u
where q is Eltseq(y) >;
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Return permutation of N given by the word ijiji in the symmetric generators.
*/
Pi := func< i, j | sgs[Index(prs, {i, j})]^3 >;
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
For {i,j,k} a special triple, return permutation of N given by word ijkij.
*/
Sg := func< i, j, k | i^sgs[rr] eq k select sgs[rr] else sgs[rr]^-1
where rr is Index(trips, {i,j,k}) >;
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
For {i,j,k} a non-special triple, return permutations p and s such that s.ijk
commutes with the 5-cycle p.
*/
Ntrip := function(i,j,k)
s := Sg(i^Pi(j,k),k^Pi(i,j),j^Pi(k,i));
l := Rep(Fix(Pi(i,j)) diff {j^Pi(i,k),i^Pi(j,k)});
p := L11 !(i,k,k^Pi(i,j),l,i^s)(j^Pi(i,k),i^(s*Pi(i,j)),i^Pi(j,k),j,k^s);
return p, s;
end function;
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
For ss a sequence representing a permutation of N followed by a word in the
symmetric generators, return an equivalent sequence of canonically shortest length.
*/
Canon := function(ss)
s := ss;
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// Step I.
if exists(i){ i : i in [12..#s-1] | s[i] eq s[i+1] } then
s := $$( s[1..i-1] cat s[i+2..#s] );
end if;
// Step II.
if exists(i){ i : i in [12..#s-2] | s[i] eq s[i+2] } then
s := $$( [ p[s[k]] : k in [1..i-1] ] cat s[i..i+1] cat s[i+3..#s]
where p is Eltseq(Pi(s[i], s[i+1])) );
end if;
// Step III.
if exists(i){ i : i in [12..#s-2] | Index(trips, {s[i],s[i+1],s[i+2]}) ne 0 } then
s := $$([ q[s[k]] : k in [1..i-1] ] cat [s[i+1],s[i]] cat s[i+3..#s])
where q is Eltseq(Sg(s[i], s[i+1], s[i+2]));
end if;
// Step IV.
if #s ge 15 and exists(m,i,p,q){<m,i,p,q> : m in [1..5], i in [12..#s-3] |
s[i+3] in { s[i+1]^(q^m), s[i+2]^(q^m) }
where q, p is Ntrip(s[i], s[i+1], s[i+2]) } then
s := $$( [ t[s[k]] : k in [1..11] ] cat [ s[k]^r : k in [12..i-1] ]
cat [ s[i-1+k]^(q^m) : k in [1..3]] cat s[i+3..#s] )
where t is Eltseq(r) where r is p^(-1)*p^(q^m);
end if;
// Step V.
if #s ge 16 then
s := $$([s[l[i]] : i in [1..11]] cat [s[15],s[12],s[13]] cat s[17..#s])
where l is Eltseq(Sg(s[15],s[13],s[15]^Pi(s[12],s[13])));
end if;
return s;
end function;
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Return the product of two symmetrically represented elements of J1
*/
Prod := function( x, u, y, v)
t := Canon(Unify(x, u, y, v));
return L11!t[1..11], t[12..#t];
end function;
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Return the inverse of a symmetrically represented element of J1
*/
Invert := func< x, u | x^-1, [u[#u-i+1]^(x^-1) : i in [1..#u]] >;
